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Formed in FUSE National’s first 24-hour literary magazine challenge, the seven of us 

created “Moondial.” Our theme for this edition — in fitting with its title — is “time.” Whether a 

brief moment, stages of life, or looking to the past or future, Moondial features nine pieces, each 

interpreting time in its own manner.  

In short, the selected authors have shared prose and poetry featuring all the many phases 

of the moon.  

 

Moondial would not have been possible without the amazing work from our copy editors 

Hannah Mackey and Madelyn DeMatt, social media manager Maureen DiGiovanni, designer 

Ellie Pasquale, and layout editor Amber Watkin. Though our own “phase” was short, we are 

grateful for this challenge in bringing us together to share a love of literary and publishing 

pursuits. Thank you immensely to our team, and thank you to our authors.  

 

Best, 

Ciana Bowers and Gabrielle Troutman 
Managing Editors, 2022 

 

Without further introduction, meet Moondial. 
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I. NEW MOON 

 
Only the Clocks that Tell Time 

Kaci MoDavis 
 

 
At nine with chipped crayons and a bushy ponytail,  

teachers told me to draw my fear. On the page I painted 

a coffin, scribbled black and more circular than meant to be.  

 

At twenty I watch as my parents’ faces begin to slump,  

wrinkles quietly creeping up each time the  

Earth circles the sun, a clock ticking down ever so timidly.  

 

My brother grows a beard, torso stretching taller than mine, 

begins to talk about college, a look of panic on my mom’s 

Face as she realizes she’ll be 50 when he leaves us.  

 

The dogs begin growing their powdered-sugar faces, old  

frayed whiskers brushing against my palms, their outside 

play happens less and less, no more couch jumps.  

 

It’s not the death I fear the most, but the years turning to  

months that turn to weeks that dwindle into days and churn 

into hours, diminish to days, then mere seconds.  

 

Loss and ambiguity, a nine and twenty year old’s worst 

nightmare, a crippling defeat of mortality. But I don’t have  

crayons anymore, only a watch on my wrist to tell time. 
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II. WAXING CRESCENT 

 
Like Magic at Seventeen  

Claire Doll 
 

“Do you see that leaf right there? We’re the only ones in the world watching it fall.”  

 You were seventeen saying this, but the way you spoke was like poetry, a stream of rose-

tainted words seamlessly strung together. I looked at you through a filter of starlight, the night 

sky spilling darkness into your minivan’s sunroof, and I smiled. You had just kissed me, 

moments before noticing the scarlet leaf floating to the ground, and the taste of you still lingered 

on my lips.  

 “That’s beautiful,” I said, but I was seventeen too, and I didn’t know how else to respond. 

You took me to the parking lot of your elementary school for a reason, I imagined. Said it was 

the perfect place to come to at night, said it was secluded and quiet, said that in the daytime, the 

fall leaves were gorgeous.   

 I remember your car windows being rolled down slightly, letting in the October breeze. 

The warmth of that night was like no other, something you could feel in the autumn air, that you 

could reach out and touch. I remember the hum of your car engine in the background, sounding 

softly that in pockets of silence, I could always hear its constant whirring. And I remember 

wanting to bottle it all—the stars and the dead leaves stirring outside and everything creating 

that moment. 

 We kissed more, your hands tracing along my jaw, then brushing against the neckline of 

my sweater, and for a second, as the overwhelming smell of your cologne filled my lungs, I 

wondered, what if I spent the rest of my life with this boy? Your widow’s peak, your dimpled 

half-smile, your hazel eyes, all within my reach. You’d work in finance, and I’d be a nurse. We 

could live in this same town, just blocks from the high school, in a big house with a wraparound 
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porch. Coffee would always be brewing, a never-ending stream of caffeine and creamer, and love 

would spill from the cabinets, through open windows—everything would smell like October, like 

this moment. Like magic at seventeen.  

 You stopped kissing me, and outside, another leaf fell. Your eyes remained focused on 

me, drinking in my tight-fitted jeans, my sister’s maroon sweater, my perfected makeup job that 

had taken me hours in front of the bathroom mirror. But I watched the leaf, how it was 

illuminated by your headlights, painted gold with specks of brown. It was unaware that winter 

would arrive soon, that it would break down and fade into the earth. That only one person in the 

entire world was watching it fall, witnessing its descent from a tall oak to the mulch of a 

playground. That it would be forgotten, just as my gaze returned to you, just as I leaned in for 

another kiss. 
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III. FIRST QUARTER, HALF MOON 

Pocket of the Universe 
Abby Pursh 

 

“What do you want to do with your life?” I asked.  

Daniel leaned back on the curb as he considered my question. The night felt casual, 

warm. Wicker Street was illuminated by nothing except fairy lights, their strings crisscrossing 

above us. The red umbrellas of the cafés had all been folded up, the insides of the shops gone 

dark. Except for one, whose faint pink glow shone behind our backs. The chalkboard sign 

outside the door had swirling letters spelling out an Italian name I couldn’t begin to pronounce.  

Daniel set down his empty gelato cup, biting his lip. “I don’t know yet. I’ve been thinking 

about that a lot. Maybe something in engineering? Or archaeology?” 

“Archaeology? Like Indiana Jones?” 

He laughed. “Sure, Elsa. But a lot less booby traps and running from the government, 

more sitting in a desert somewhere dusting off prehistoric bird bones.”  

“Sounds about right.” 

“What about you? What do you want to do with your life?” 

“Writing,” I said, without hesitation.  

“Freelance?” 

“I think so.” Really, I had no idea. I just knew that writing was as essential for me as 

breathing. I couldn’t live without it. I had too many thoughts always tangled up inside my head, 

and the only way to sort through them, to get them out, was to write. Otherwise it felt like I 

would crumple under the weight of them.  

I didn’t say that to Daniel, though. I never said things like that to anybody.  

“Do you have any other siblings besides Sarah?” I asked, trying to change the subject. 

And it wasn’t too hard, since this friendship between Daniel and I was still a bud yet to bloom. 

We’d only met a few weeks back, in a local stationary shop, when he’d recruited me to help him 
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pick out a birthday gift for his little sister Sarah. He’d told me he didn’t really know her that 

well—she was in that sort of angsty tween phase where she wasn’t talking to anyone at the 

moment—and he was desperate enough to ask a girl he didn’t know for advice.  

So I helped him.  

Daniel nodded. “I have an older brother. We don’t really see him a lot, though. He just 

graduated from college, and he’s been traveling the country ever since.” 

“Oh.” I paused, looking over at Daniel. He had a sort of far-off look in his eyes, staring up 

at the sky. “So you’re closer with your parents, then?” 

The look on his face told me that was the wrong question to ask. I was about to go back 

on it, telling him he didn’t have to answer that, when he did. “My parents have been divorced for 

four years. I think it’s been there all my life, though, under everything. Like, Mom would say 

something, and Dad would get so mad, like there was more to it than she just forgot to unload 

the dishwasher or didn’t file the taxes yet. Or if she had to work late at the flower shop, he’d 

always sit up at home until she got back. Then they’d argue, I mean, for hours they’d argue, and 

if I pressed my ear hard enough against the door sometimes I could hear her crying. And then…” 

he swallowed thickly. “I came out as gay. My dad left. And that was the end of it.” 

I reached out, placing my hand over his. He let me.  

“We just moved here,” Daniel said. “To be farther away from him.” 

“Oh.” 

“Yeah.” He blew out breath, fogging up his glasses. He didn’t bother to wipe them off. 

“Sorry. I don’t really know why I told you all of that.” 

“No, it’s okay,” I said. My hand was still on top of his, and his fingers felt warm under my 

palm. “Sometimes you just need to get things out. That’s why I write, you know.” 

“Like, catharsis?” 

I screwed up my face, trying to figure out a way to explain. “It’s more a release for 

thoughts rather than emotions. Like, I have all these questions swirling around in my head all 
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the time—big stuff, like what’s morality and what’s humanity and why the hell am I here, right 

now, in this little pocket of time and space in the universe—and I just don’t know what to do 

with them. I can’t really go up to someone and ask them something like that, you know? So, I let 

my characters ask the questions on the page instead. And the thing is, it doesn’t matter if they 

get the answer wrong because there are no wrong answers. My readers get to decide what’s right 

and wrong for themselves.” 

Daniel nodded along. I could see his blue eyes moving behind his glasses, studying me, 

probably trying to figure out if I was crazy. Most people thought I was crazy. 

“I never thought about it that way,” he muttered. He relaxed, letting his back fall down to 

the pavement to stare up at the sky. I did the same. 

“Sometimes I wonder about that stuff too,” he admitted. “The big stuff. You’re not the 

only one. But mostly I just wonder why I’m here. Not in that way,” he added quickly. “Not in an 

I-don’t-want-to-be-here way. But I mean, in general. Why are we all here? Is it because the 

world needs us? Is it because we all have some fundamental purpose we’re supposed to serve in 

society? Is it because whatever god or goddess or otherwise divine being out there was just like, 

‘Alright humanity, I’m going to give you life. Let’s see what you do with it.’”  

I snorted. “Knowing anything about mythology, that sounds pretty accurate.” 

“What, that the gods are curious?” 

“No, that they prioritize entertainment.” 

He laughed. “True.” 

We stared up at the stars for a little while. I tried looking for constellations, but gave up 

when I realized I didn’t know any.  

“Do you believe in soulmates?” Daniel asked me suddenly.  

I turned my head towards him. “What prompted that question?” 

“I was thinking about purpose,” he said. “Why we ended up here.” 
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I turned my head back towards the sky. “Well, the answer is no. I don’t believe in 

soulmates.” 

“Good.” 

I was not expecting that response. “Good?” 

“Well, soulmates is such a toxic concept,” he went on. “Like okay, first thing, it excludes 

polyamorous people. ‘Soulmate’ implies that you only can love one other person.” 

“I mean, point,” I said. “But maybe you could have multiple soulmates.” 

“Okay, but that doesn’t solve my second problem,” Daniel continued, “Which is that it 

excludes aromantic people.” 

Something in my stomach does a small flip. “Well, that’s not entirely true. Aromantic 

people can’t not love. They just can’t love romantically. There’s a difference.”  

“So what you’re saying is, a soulmate doesn’t have to be romantic?” 

Daniel stared me dead in the eye then, both us laying splayed out on the curb, feet 

stretched out on the road, hands on our stomachs with the empty gelato cups beside us. I stared 

into his eyes, a shade of blue I had never seen before until now, and wondered what on earth 

was going on behind them for him to suggest something like that.  

Because whatever it was, it sparked something in me. Something I had been wondering 

about for a long time, but never had the courage to put into words.  

“Yeah,” I said. “Yeah. I don’t think they do.” 

Daniel looked at me for a long moment.  “Can I hold your hand?” he asked.  

I nodded. And so he held my hand.  

I closed my eyes. I didn’t know what time it was. I didn’t care, even though it meant I was 

going to get at least three missed calls and a voicemail from Mom, her screaming into the 

receiver that my eleven p.m. curfew was there for a reason. 

At some point, the pink glow of the gelato shop faded behind our heads, and I heard the 

jingling of keys as the large man that had initially served us locked up the store.  
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“Can I ask you something?” I asked, my eyes still closed.  

“Sure.” 

“Why did you agree to do this?” 

“Do what?” 

“Eat gelato with me.” 

“Because I wanted to try it,” he said. “I kept hearing about how good it was, so I thought 

I’d see for myself. Dip my toes into the water a bit. See if it was cold. Which, you know, it is, 

since it’s gelato—”  

“You answered the wrong question,” I pointed out. “I didn’t mean why did you agree to 

eat gelato with me. I meant, why did you agree to eat gelato with me?” 

He blew out a breath. “Because I like you, Elsa.” 

“You do?” I asked seriously. It was hard for me to believe he wasn’t lying. The number of 

people in this world who actually liked me was very, very small. It was only my best friend, my 

brother, and maybe my seventh-grade art class partner, who was the only person to ever sit next 

to me on their own volition. That made… three out of seven billion.  

“I do,” he told me. He squeezed my hand. “I never talk about this stuff with anyone. You 

know, deep, philosophical, meaning-of-life stuff. You’re the first person I’ve ever felt like I had a 

real conversation with.” 

My heart skipped at the stutter in his voice. Because he was right, I realized. Real 

conversations were hard to come across.  

“So does that mean we’re soulmates?” I asked. “Platonic soulmates?” 

“Yeah,” he said. “I think it does.” 

And then we watched the sky turn from blue to navy to black, until there were so many 

stars I couldn’t count them anymore.   
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IV. WAXING GIBBOUS 

Eternity is a Bleak Relief 
Ellie Taliani 

 
 

Eternity is bleak relief 

A coldly perfect, subtle thing 

Would we mourn were life not brief? 

 

Time’s a grasping, wasteful thief 

Yet the frozen masses sing 

Eternity is bleak relief 

 

Together weaves that fell motif 

Melancholy bells will ring 

Would we mourn were life not brief? 

 

Echoes on that pale belief 

Bleached and peeling fingers cling 

Eternity is bleak relief 

 

Red is lovely in the leaf 

When it feels cruel winter’s sting 

Would we mourn were life not brief? 

 

Ephemera will summon grief 

Hold on to the pain they bring 

Eternity is bleak relief 

Would we mourn were life not brief?  
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V. FULL MOON 
 

Imagine Some Crabs Boiling 
Haley Dittbrenner 

TW: Body horror ; CW (with spoilers): Rapid aging on an inanimate object 
 

 
in a pot in a very old, green-witch kitchen somewhere between the mountain folds on a 

map. For every second the water roils over, the crabs age another year, sinew and shell falling 

into nothing but bone melting in very hot water.  

The rest of the house ages as if it were made of flesh. It’s kitschy and falls over itself in a 

haze of pink tones and patterns. Wooden floorboards sag like aged skin, scuffs in the planks like 

sunspots, scratches in the tiles like crow's feet. A heart beats behind the peeling, powder-blue 

wallpaper. The wall paste is made of platelets dying in count.  

In the kitchen, there’s a very old china cabinet, termite bitten and cat-scratched at the 

feet. The floral plates shrivel like raisins with every passing minute. The cabinet groans as a 

plate falls from its place, blood spilling from the porcelain and into the time-worn wood. Behind 

this bloodshed, a window throbs with stretch mark cracks across its front. The room is one that 

doesn’t get much light, and the shadows appear much larger than they are. Outside, a clocktower 

reads 7:15. The crabs shriek from the pot. 

 

Imagine a bedroom alive with quiet breathing. The bed makes its own body heat, threads 

of steam rising from the patchwork comforters. With every moment, the sheets decay into 

squares of frilly lace remains, pink like something left behind.  

The people in the picture frames age with every second, a young mother and her 

daughter. The mother is wrinkled, and her daughter is post-menopause. Their faces will go 

green, delicate cheeks and lips melting into oil paint smudges.  
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In the sunroom a fireplace roars and dies repeatedly over a span of two seconds, charring 

the stone supports. The walls begin to collapse on themselves as the beat, beat of the heart in the 

walls begins to stop. The ceiling, which was composed of hurricane-resistant glass, tumbles into 

the middle. Sparks twinkle from where they nest in shag carpets. The house heaves its final 

death rattle. 

 

Outside, the grass is long and the color of buckwheat. It’s brittle, and snaps under itself 

with every new second of growth. It is safe out here. The sun goes down at 7:17—the same time it 

had yesterday.  

Imagine yourself blinking; once, twice. The house tightens, restores, looking as if it had 

undergone plastic surgery that left its surface shiny. The highest brick from the tallest part of the 

house hits a clocktower on the street. And inside the very old green-witch kitchen, crabs boil and 

rot for the eighty-fourth time this loop.  
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VI. WANING GIBBOUS 
 

Inlet 
Gabby Grinaway 

 
river water  laps against 

   concrete 

ants drip   downward  and slide 

into muck 

 

frigid breeze   blows onto a  

cold  leaf 

brisk winds (let) travel  

around  the bow 

 

meet at the inlet 

where  

grass meets rock   becomes 

muddy footprints 

 

stamped into dirt, make sorrowful mounds 

turn to spare    ant hills  

and call them     home 
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VII. THIRD QUARTER, HALF MOON 
 

The Music Is Reversible 
Steven Christopher McKnight  

 
 
 I met a man who lived all his life backwards. The last day I saw him, he’d let me keep my 

bags behind the desk at the hotel, even after checkout, because my ferry left at 2, and there was 

still so much of Stornoway I wanted to see. 

 “You can’t rightly enjoy yourself on the castle grounds if you’re lugging a fifty-kilo 

suitcase behind you the whole time,” said the backwards man, a clerk at the County, and I 

couldn’t not agree. When I collected my bags later, he knowingly told me that I had a good time, 

that I was able to say goodbye to one of the little vacation-companions I’d tend to make, and 

then he told me that when I go to Glasgow—not if, when—that I should check out the 

Necropolis. 

 “Oh,” I said, “have you been?” 

 “In a manner of speaking, yes,” said the backwards man with a wink, and the woman 

beside him at the County check-in counter rolled her eyes as if to say, “Not this again, Maurice.” 

 I did enjoy the Necropolis. I wish we celebrated death the same way these days. 

 

 Everything is closed on the Isle of Lewis on those pensive Sundays, a holdover from the 

isle’s Calvinist Protestant roots. Every time a local would explain it, they’d say, “Back in the day, 

you couldn’t even put the washing out on a Sunday without the neighbors talking about it.” It 

rained all day that day, and I chose to stay in my hotel room and write if I could. I couldn’t, and 

feeling myself falling into the rabbit hole of whatever time-wasting vices I’d had at the moment, 

and finding myself jarred out of that authorial reverie whenever I could fall into it by the 

clanging of church bells all around town, I checked the time. The hotel bar would serve three 

modest meals a day at least, while everything else had shut its doors. 
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 The backwards man was the only one working that day. He introduced himself as 

Maurice, the first time I’d heard his name since coming to this hotel. But that was neither here 

nor there. The hotel bar was empty this noontime. Tourists cleared out on Sundays, took the 

frugal ferries back to the mainland, and the hotel was in the middle of some kind of rebirth as a 

result. In a day, there’d be new characters in the rooms. I felt like a sitcom character. 

 “I have a theory,” said Maurice as I wolfed down the modest sandwich he’d given me. I 

nodded at him, my mouth full, my elbows on the counter, my feet dangling helplessly off the bar 

stool on the other side of the dark wooden counter. “Go on,” I wanted to say. 

 “My theory,” continued the backwards man, “is on prophecy, and the gift or curse of it.” 

He shrugged. “Imagine, if you will, walking headlong into a strong gust of wind.” 

 I imagined. 

 “And to move forward, you brace yourself, right? You plant your feet, harden your knees, 

zip up a big, billowy coat so it won’t open up like a parachute and throw you back.” I took a bite 

of my sandwich. “And,” added Maurice, “when the wind blows you back, sends you careening 

into the past, that’s when you get a glimpse of the future.” 

 “I don’t follow the metaphor,” I said between mouthfuls. 

 “Yes. It’s unclear.” He cleared his throat. “Time flows in two directions, not one, through 

the man. Always stronger forwards than backwards. And to some people the past, carved out by 

a strong flow forward, is so entrenched that they cannot imagine something—” Maurice paused. 

“I’m losing the metaphor again.” 

 “It’s okay,” I said. “Take your time.” 

 “I’ve already lost it.” 

 There was some silence between us. 

 “If you’re looking for something to do today,” said Maurice, “you can always attend 

church.” 
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 I let out a brief, sardonic laugh which I’d hoped expressed the firm stance of hopeless 

agnosticism I’d adopted the past few years. “I don’t think I will.” A pause. “Everyone in 

Stornoway is off today. Why are you out here working on the Sabbath?” 

 “Let’s just say, I’ve met God before,” said Maurice, his eyes glistening with prophecy. “I 

didn’t like what I saw.” 

 

 Saturday is my first full day in Stornoway. I spend the early morning taking a pensive 

walk along the water, watching the sun rise from wherever it rises from. The air is cold and 

misty. People have told me Stornoway would be like this, even in early August, but I hadn’t 

expected it to be quite like this. Locals tend to embellish, like I embellish the potholes and the 

winters from where I come from. I realize that breakfast is being served at the hotel, and, 

retracing my steps, I find myself back at that hotel bar. 

 Tourists mill about the hotel’s restaurant, and I know I’m one of them, but I don’t want 

to feel like one of them, like my trip here has more profound meaning than seeing some sights 

and snapping some photographs. I look for petty differences between me and the people around 

me. None of them are American, I note. I hear some snippets of French, Italian, something 

Slavic, and some crisp London accents, but nothing remotely American. Also, I’m on a stool at 

the hotel bar. Everyone else is on couches or sitting at tables. Not me. I’m above them. 

 The backwards man places a plate in front of me loaded up with bacon, sausage, eggs, 

fried tomatoes, and beans. I’m not sure why beans are a breakfast food out here. I spurn them. 

 “Was that you listening to ELO this morning?” asks the backwards man. 

 “Oh. Maybe a little,” I say, thinking back to my morning routine. “Did I bother you?” 

 “No,” he said. “No.” He pauses. “The music is reversible, but time is not. Turn back, turn 

back, turn back, turn back.” 

 “Pardon?” 
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 “That’s what the backwards-talk is saying in Fire On High,” he explains. “I’ve always 

been very good at picking up backwards-speak.” 

 “Oh,”  I say. “Interesting.” 

 “Not just backwards-speak. I’m very good at finding Satanic messages in those old rock 

songs. In Another One Bites the Dust, Freddie Mercury sings that it’s fun to smoke marijuana, 

but only if you listen to it in reverse, and no normal person would do that willingly.” 

 

 I’ll arrive in Stornoway on Friday after twelve hours of travel up from Edinburgh. Trains, 

buses, boats, the whole nine yards. My knees will hurt, my feet may bleed, but I’ll be there, in 

Stornoway, checking into the County Hotel, greeted by the plump and friendly face of a man in a 

crisp-ironed blue button-down and a name tag that reads, “Hello! My name is: Maurice.” 

 “Good evening, Mr. Jackson,” Maurice will say without even checking the guestbook, and 

he’ll hand me my room key and direct me to my door. His voice will droop a little bit, but I’ll just 

imagine that’s how they sound on Lewis. 

 My room will overlook the old country church courtyard across the street. My bed will be 

small, but I’m small, so it will all work out. I’ll wonder for a moment why hotels all have that 

same color scheme of off-white and deep maroon. Hides the blood-and-cum-stains, I’ll 

conclude, and then I’ll check for the Wi-Fi. One network, secured, with no password listed 

anywhere in the room. So I’ll descend the regal staircase of the County Hotel to ask Maurice, in 

classic young-person fashion, “You got the Wi-Fi password?” 

 He’ll look at me sadly and say, “Why do we celebrate births and mourn deaths?” And I’ll 

blink a couple of times as if he hadn’t just asked me that. 

 “Because,” I’ll conclude, “one’s a beginning and one’s an ending.” 

 “But,” the backwards man will add, “if you look at time from its mirror, if you look at 

time backwards, death is the beginning and birth is the ending. Or maybe they’re just both ends. 

Like a string. Two ends of a string, two ends of a life.” 
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 “Well, we don’t experience time backwards. Can I get the—” 

 “You don’t.” Maurice will sigh. “On the other end of things, the womb is just another 

tomb where we decompose in a whole new way. My nephew was born today. I’d forgotten 

entirely. Had I known, I’d’ve been there, but— The video—” 

 “I’m… so sorry?” 

 “He kept crying.” Maurice will look at you with a thousand-year-young gaze and say, “I 

cried my whole birth, too, you know. I just didn’t want it to end.” 
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VIII. WANING CRESCENT 
 

Now In Brilliant Technicolor 
Haley Seitz 

 
 
Black-and-White-Futurists,  
fronteering faster and further than our fathers, 
invent the inevitable.  
 
 

They dare do more than those before us,  
Testing trials to triumph, their trajectory towards 

The prototype of a retro-prospective planned promise.  
 Propelling past persistent pushing pressure to progress 

 
 

Kaleidoscope us to Kansas,  
A Shifted, Saturated Scene  
Dyeing Dynamically, Direly, and Directly,  
Direct us in the right Direction— 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Forward.  
It’s always forward.  

 
 
 
 

   
Stay—  Stay here, Stay now. 
Wait a while. 
 
 
 
 
 

Wait— 
Where are you going? 

What more do you need? 
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Please–  
 Don’t go.  
  You always leave like this. 
 

Let us hold on.  
Just a little bit longer.  
 
 

There’s always tomorrow.  
Always, tomorrow  
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IX. ECLIPSE 

Arlo’s Serendipity 
Sydnie Howard  

 

It’s four in the morning on Monday, dreary is the humid atmosphere, and nature’s 

wonders occupy the London streets after one week straight of rain: Moss, moonlight, and the 

occasional fat rat. Plus Charlie, a hasted spirit. And this was his dying wish. So like the moon to 

its tide, we grant him his movement in this memory.  

We watch from a lamppost on the corner of Long Acre, which flickers melodically in 

dismay. Not to any fault of its bulb, we are merely a contrasting nuisance to the white and 

bright. As Death, we are accustomed to being rejected by anything human. Just because we 

know everything, doesn’t mean we’re the most popular. Just constantly questioned, and never 

wished upon.  

Charlie is catching the metro, and he’s doing it in a side-hobble speed walk fashion while 

carrying a violin case and a cardboard box full of endless furies of black-dotted notes and clefs 

on white paper. Sheet music. Endless tries to create a rapture of symphonies that could yank 

him into the elite opera house, or out of his bellowing sorrows. Both would be nice. But, for now, 

he needs to catch a train, or he will miss his chance to make it home before the clock strikes six, 

the hour his shift begins at the arts center. 

January is wicked with its winds, a force pushing against Charlie as he stumbles along. 

Here comes Clumsy the Clown trying to catch up with the rest of the circus. He doesn’t know 

we’re here yet, even though we wait for him.  

Waiting is all we do. Waiting and remembering, and then taking. In the very end, all 

humans want is comfort. The comfort of memories. And, lucky for them, we are made of 

memories.  
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The bottoms of Charlie’s shoes scuff against the cobblestone, and he stops. He stares up 

at the lights of Covent Station. You have thirty seconds, we think. Come on, Clumsy. But he is 

tired, chest heaving to match his racing heart. How much time did he have? Why was he here?  

None of that matters. The past becomes the present if you let it. The future, the past’s 

mortal sister and the present’s predecessor, lie in wait for change. Everybody is defined by one 

of the three tenses. And we conquer all.  

The train vibrates the ground beneath Charlie's feet while his Oyster card almost slips 

from his calloused fingertips. He’s not homeless, despite his crippling appearance. Just the 

average overworked musician clad in clothes wrinkled from too many nights marooned on the 

studio floor. He pushes through the turnstiles, jaw clenched.  

The locomotive rears its yellow headlights from the near distance, and Charlie begins to 

sprint. Slow down, Clumsy, we think. You have time. The old metropolitan slides into the 

station’s rusted rails, and it's doors hiss open.  

Charlie steps inside, and his knees hit the faded lime-speckled floors, harmonies of 

relieved curses falling from his lips. He looks as though he’s about to either throw up or start 

praying- perhaps both. We think, for a moment, he will pass out from pure exhaustion and this 

mess will end. This was a foolish decision, we start to believe. This was such a waste of- 

Then, “Arlo…?” 

Time. A voice. It’s soft, full of sun, and liquid smooth. A young man lingers in front of 

him, no more than four feet away. His rounded shoulders hunch in a classic writer’s posture, 

with short brown curls framing big, hazel-yellow eyes. The stranger is beaming. 

Charlie is staring up at him as if a prophet, a holy ghost, an angel has graced down from 

the musty, gray London sky and taken form upon planet Earth. We want to tease Charlie for his 

idiocy, but we too halt at the fortuity.  

“What?” Charlie says.  
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“Arlo’s Serendipity.” A faint Russian accent highlights the inflections of the stranger’s 

voice. “You composed that, right?”  

“Arlo?” Realization sweeps Charlie’s features as he speaks. “Y-Yes, I did compose that. 

Yes.”  

The hazel-eyed stranger is holding a piece of paper; a sheet that had strewn away from 

Charlie’s box. “Arlo’s Serendipity in E Minor” read the title in bold. Charlie takes the paper with 

a wry sigh, mumbling a “thank you” before placing it back atop its ravaged enclosure. Where all 

his work belongs, in a cardboard prison, never to conquer the eyes or ears of anybody. Until 

now.  

“Wait,” says Charlie.  

We’re all waiting, Clumsy.  

“You… you know my work?” 

The stranger, seemingly holding his breath, lets out a small gasp. “Know your work? I 

write about your work.” The infectious smile is back and curving up on his lips. The thin-wired 

glasses on the bridge of this stranger’s nose become more visible, seeming to halo around his 

exuberant eyes.  

Charlie is now completely stunned. “You do what?” 

The man nearly shakes the train car with the way he jolts. “You’re Charlie fucking 

Soman!”  

We see Charlie flinch, and the stranger bounces forward, collapsing to his knees and 

seizing Charlie by the shoulders.  

“It really is you! I’ve been to your shows! Back row, mostly because I’m always scribbling 

in this book but, wow! You’re… how do you say? A music prodigy!” 

Charlie rubs his dry eyes with the back of his dress shirt sleeve, eyebrows furrowed as if 

solving a riddle. This was the first time somebody has ever recognized him in public. Not just for 

his music, but for really anything at all.  
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He asks, “What do you write about? About… about my pieces? My compositions?” 

The stranger settles back on his heels, now completely sitting on the floor beside the 

musician, eyes lighted with a hazel fire. “Oh, I write stories. Stories about songs you play. Well, 

more of what I see in my mind when I hear you. I remember hearing your piece last year when 

you played in a slot at Louie's.” The man holds his notebook flat on his palms. “If you would like, 

I could show you.” 

Charlie, infatuated and wondering if he is dreaming, nods once. 

The stranger scrambles to flip his notebook open, eyes focused downward on tiny 

English lettering. And Charlie can’t help but stare at his face, heart caught in the middle of his 

throat, pulses pounding to the beat of bass drums. We can hear it. The stranger begins to 

summarize the plot of his story with a calm quickness.  

“Arlo wonders how he can ever escape a past full of downfalls and defeat. He doesn’t 

want to be a slave to the past, or to the future. To time and death. He wants the world to break 

open, so he can hide inside of it.” 

The notebook is passed to Charlie as if it were a newborn. “Arlo’s Finds Serendipity” 

displays at the top of the page in neat cursive. The stranger continues. 

“Arlo goes on a walk one day with nothing but the clothes on his back. He takes this trail 

into the woods and gets very lost. Night falls, and he stops in a clearing to lie down, wondering if 

he’d make it through the night. When he looks up at the sky, it’s big and full of stars. He 

wonders if wanting more than this life somehow made him selfish, or self-obsessed.” 

Charlie begins to read the story. The writer reaches the finale of his summary. 

“Arlo doesn’t believe in life. But, he also doesn’t exactly believe in wanting death. He 

wants more than polar opposites, he wants the silent middle ground where he can watch the 

world, and free himself of chaining past and persistent present. But that’s when he sees it, the 

bright fire behind closed eyelids. And when he opens them, the stars are falling, and the world is 
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breaking open. A meteor shower, white against black. Particles that fell into orbit, just for him to 

see. Serendipitous.” 

Words from the stranger have stopped, but Charlie’s red eyes are racing, reading every 

word, calloused fingers flipping through page after page. The author sits in silence, eyes never 

once leaving the pale canvas that is Charlie’s face. We don’t need to read the story to know 

exactly what Charlie is feeling. We could tune all this out and simply not watch. Why is it we 

always choose to watch? Why did Arlo ever want more than life and death? What could he want 

more than time?  

Seven minutes later, Charlie finishes reading. “Is… is this really what you heard?” 

The stranger, who didn’t seem too strange anymore, locks eyes with him. “I didn’t just 

hear it. You made me hear it. People play for fame, for money, but you don’t. You play for people 

who contradict themselves, for those who don’t think they will ever reach anybody but still 

manage to reach at least one person who understands. Arlo is you. He’s me.” 

Charlie’s eyes are no longer dry and lost.  

The stranger continues. “And that’s exactly what serendipity is. Finding something good-

“ 

“Without looking for it,” Charlie finishes. 

Both of them meet eyes. Fire in colors, dancing affectionately around their noses and 

eyebrows, lines their lips and pupils. Then, they smile, at the same exact time. We see the 

wetness on Charlie’s cheeks, glimmering like crystals on his skin.  

“What is your name?” 

“Lev. Maslow.”  

“Lev.” Charlie mimics. “Lev from…?” 

“Russia.” 

“Lev from Russia.”  

Lev snorts. “Charlie from London.” 
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They both smile again.  

“Lev from Russia, how did you get here?” 

“London has been my home for two years now,” says Lev, chuckling. “Russia may be 

large, but not when you’re trapped in a small town like Rostov with a big farm and an even 

bigger family.” 

“So you left?” 

“Mhm, I sold my favorite horse for a plane ticket. My father never exactly believed I was 

much of the strong son he predestined my mother to have. He even burned all my storybooks on 

the stove in front of my eyes. I am so lucky I was taught some English in school because, after 

that, I swore to never write in Russian again.” Lev releases a laugh mixed with a sigh. “Sure, I 

keep in touch with family, but the opportunity to be something more than a farmer or a scared 

little boy afraid to ever write again has always seemed so… promising.” 

Lev smiles as he looks at Charlie, whose gaze has never once drifted away from Lev. 

Dubiety no longer conquers Charlie’s nerves. He is filled, instead, with compassion. And Lev 

talks like only Charlie is listening. 

“Two years in London and you’d think I’d have a different accent or know what a ‘bog 

roll’ is. But, nope. I am still a small-town Russian boy.” Lev leans close to Charlie as if he’s about 

to tell a secret. “Do you ever wish you could be everywhere at once without taking your past with 

you, Charlie?” 

Charlie halts. We wonder if he’s even going to answer, with that fish-out-of-water look on 

his face. Yet, he surprises us again.  

“Yes. I do, actually. Sometimes, I feel like I’m stuck in time.” He gazes across the car, out 

at the darkness tumbling by the window. “That I’m just in somebody else’s dream. That 

whatever I do blends together in a giant blur and is forgotten within seconds.” 
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Lev raises his eyebrows. “Forgetting is very hard when it comes to what you make, 

Charlie. And you know something about me? I forget a lot. What I don’t forget, I write in 

books.”  

Charlie holds the brown-leather notebook in his hands, staring down at it, then back up 

at Lev. “I have never once met anybody like you, Lev.” 

It’s Lev’s turn to be slightly overwhelmed, with the flustered smile that overcomes him.  

Charlie leans forward as Lev did before. “And bog roll means toilet paper, by the way.” 

“You’ve got to be kidding me!” 

They’re both laughing now, voices echoing through the empty train car. They continue 

for a long while, and when their laughter fades, the room still feels full of it. 

“Charlie?” Lev asks. 

“Yes?” 

 “Could you play for me?” 

Charlie hands the notebook back to its owner. “Of course.”  

And he does play. Charlie gets out his violin, and he plays for Lev. Note after note, 

unraveling into the metro’s heart, he plays “Arlo’s Serendipity in E Minor.” The writer sits on the 

floor, staring up as Charlie strikes chords, calluses against fine steel, a bow of fine horsehair 

sliding along the strings smooth as satin. We could see the story, the combination of their 

creations, intermingling with such ease. 

There’s always a before, but we are only ever allowed to see the end. Life gets the 

beginnings, we get the conclusions. Yet, here we are watching the birth of something that is 

beyond any of us. We’re watching where time has truly started for Charlie.  

The train begins to slow, and this is Charlie’s stop. He concludes on an E Minor chord, an 

unfinished ending to his composition, and stows his violin away. He sticks out his hand, and Lev 

grabs it, warm brown skin against cold pale. There they both stand, hands hugging one 

another’s, and we see, again, color. Fire, like meteors.  
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“Will I see you again?” Lev asks. 

Charlie’s lips press together in a smile. “Yes, I promise. Find me at Battersea Arts Center 

in the daytime, and bring me your stories.” Both their hands are still connected, longing, 

grasping, and their heads are inclined towards one another, eyes holding back their blinks to 

make this moment last longer. To remember. The doors will close in ten seconds, but Charlie is 

no longer in a rush, and we don’t will for him to leave. 

“Farewell, for now, Lev.” 

Charlie gathers himself and steps out onto the platform. We follow, and Charlie turns 

around. He sees us, or we think he does. No, he gazes through us towards Lev, and he smiles 

again, waving goodbye. We are not looking at Lev, but we can feel it this time. The warmth 

between them. This memory, burning hotter.  

Charlie doesn’t move until the metro doors hiss close, a wall passing between their 

worlds again. The locomotive clamors down the tracks, whizzing away its incandescent lights 

into the night.  

We move this time, and Charlie does see us, young eyes wide with surprise.  

“Are you ready to go, Charlie?” We ask. 

He stares at us, eyebrows raised and lips parted as if about to say something before the 

future interrupts him. Like a musical scale climbing up and up, Charlie ages towards the present 

and transforms out of his younger body into an old, clumsy man. He is shrunken, wide eyes 

wrinkled, hair receded and graying at the roots, violinist’s fingers aged with fifty years of 

discolor. It’s still him, it’s still Charlie. 

Before humans take their final breath, we grant a single memory. Just one for them to 

relive, to navigate freely again. And we get to watch, to notice, to know what exactly it is that 

makes them so fragile, so flawed, seeking out times unique to them. Usually, we can tell right 

away why a body wants to return to a certain place. This time, we had to wait till the end to know 

it all. 
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A wobbly smile curls on Charlie’s chapped lips. We reach out, offering assistance with 

one of our many arms. He takes it, and human warmth transmutes to us. The industrial London 

train station begins to dissolve, flake, crack, and finally break away like leaves in the wind, 

revealing an infinite amount of colored puzzle pieces playing like movies, over and over. 

Memories. Thousands of them playing at once, a symphony of his time on planet Earth. We walk 

through the museum of Charlie’s life, his moments alive, all of them, both sentimental and 

numbing; his first music internship in college, his mother’s funeral, the day he slipped in the 

rain and whacked his head on the corner of the curb. Clumsy, clumsy.  

We even see Lev dancing in the music studio with Charlie while a record spins on a 

needle. Their lips meet with every other drunken song lyric while they cling to one another like 

two magnets in a haze, laughing louder than the music itself. Then they’re on a farm in Rostov, 

Lev’s hometown, where Charlie is being chased by wild chickens outside their pen, and Lev is 

kneeling over in the grass, crying with how hard he’s laughing. At an opera house, Palais 

Garnier, Lev is sitting in the front row with his notebook, and Charlie is first chair violin, finding 

Lev’s smiling face just seconds before he begins to play. These were memories Charlie has never 

forgotten, ones that time stored away in a book.  

We advance towards the present. It’s a single pane at the end of the hallway floating in a 

white space all on its own. Charlie is lying in a hospital bed, a weak hand clasped in somebody 

else’s. Lev’s. That same smile is aflame on his lips, bony shoulders hunched.  

Charlie stares ahead, his grip tightening on our arm. The fast drumming heartbeat 

begins to slow, the finale of a symphony starting to fade out. Lev gives a saddened laugh, one full 

of the same sunlight, full of the past, and the present. 

We continue to do something we are accustomed to. We wait. But this time, we wait a 

little longer than usual.  

Charlie’s lip quivers and he turns to us, reaching up, and laying a hand on our 

unidentified face. On the pane, he lays a hand on Lev’s. Charlie’s lips purse to speak.  
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“My serendipity.” 

No grave can bury memories. Like us, they are forever. And time is infinite, not even 

Death can halt it.  

Darkness falls, warmth leaves us, and Charlie is beginning to be gone, fragmenting into 

black dots against white azure, whisking away. 
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